
Snowdon, Ben Nevis, Carrauntoohil & Helvellyn

THE FOUR PEAKSTHE FOUR PEAKS  CHALLENGECHALLENGE
4 MOUNTAINS4 MOUNTAINS IN 48 HOURS! IN 48 HOURS!



After two years of planning, three postponements 
and thanks to event sponsorship by Clancy Group, the 
Lighthouse 4 Peaks Challenge finally got underway on the 
10th May 2022.

The challenge... To climb four of the highest mountains 
in Scotland, England, Wales and Ireland in 48 hours! The 
five teams were challenged to summit Ben Nevis (1,345m), 
Helvellyn (950m), Snowdon (1,085m) and Carrauntoohil 
(1,038m) within a 48-hour window starting at midday on 
12th May and completing by midday on 14th May 2022. 
The challenge also incorporated over 1500 miles on a 
coach with sleep deprivation thrown in for good measure!

How it happened... 10th May 2022 16:00: Bill Hill our 
charity CEO and organiser of this extreme endurance 
event he joined the challenge coach from Gillingham in 
Kent and enjoyed an overnight drive to Chester Race 
Course, film star style as a single passenger on a 77 seater 
luxury coach.

After several last minute cancellations due to injury, 43 
challengers arrived and registered for the event and were 
equipped with clothing and hard hats. A massive carb 
loading pasta extravaganza was delivered by Chester 
Race Course catering as the challengers started to bond 
with their teams. After much excitement, the coach 
departed and the mood quietened as the enormity of the 
challenge started to materialise  on the overnight drive to 
Ben Nevis.

Arrival
WEDNESDAY 11TH MAY



08:30 Coach arrived at Fort William to take on more carb 
loading from a massive Scottish breakfast including haggis 
and ‘tattie scones’. The mountain guides arrived to give a 
briefing and were paired up with their teams. The weather 
was absolutely foul for this time of year. The summit 
was covered in snow, the wind gusting 40mph and the 
temperature -9C. There are several conversations about 
mountain safety and it was feared that this first mountain 
could possibly break the spirit of the team.

12:00 This is the start of the 48 hour challenge and the 
teams crossed the bridge on their way up to summit the 
highest mountain in the British Isles. The challengers were 
not thwarted by the atrocious weather conditions and the 
summit was reached in 3.5 hours after ascending over 300 
metres of snow. 

18:00 All arrived down to be greeted with a hot “toddie” 
and a warm fire at the Ben Nevis Inn. The general opinion 
was that there is no such thing as waterproof clothing to 
evade the Scottish rain and snow. 

19:00 All were back on the coach and heading South. We 
had planned to pick up a late night supper but due to 
staffing shortages all motorway restaurant service outlets 
were closed.

Day One
THURSDAY 12TH MAY - BEN NEVIS



02:00 Now tired and hungry, our challengers were 
greeted by a new team of mountain guides to take them 
on their next adventure, a night climb on Helvellyn. They 
donned their head torches and set off up the mountain 
at 02:30, with the promise of a hearty breakfast on 
completion. The weather was a little kinder, still windy 
but mostly dry. Although a shorter route to the top, the 
path from Swirls car park is a real slog but the summit was 
made and everyone was back down by 06:00. 

06:30 The coach was loaded and set off in search for 
some much needed sustenance before tackling Snowdon 
later on the same day. TOP TIP Excellent breakfast at 
Tebay Services on the M6… great food and farm shop!

11:30 Arrived at Pen Y Pas and unloaded for the second 
mountain of the day. The mountain guides were there to greet 
us along with Alan Richardson our guide for Ireland and his 
partner Jan. This dynamic duo also doubled as professional 
photographers and the picture quality of our epic adventure 
jumped a level. Disembarkation was slick and all the teams set off 
by 12:00. The plan was to summit via the Miners Track and descend 
via the Pyg Track. Two mountains in one day is a tough call, but our 
deadline was to make the ferry at Holyhead so everyone needed 
to be back down by 17:30. As if on cue, all challengers were down 
and we set off for the last ferry crossing from Holyhead at 18:00. 

20:20 The ferry left and everyone took the opportunity to grab 
some food and lay down flat for a few hours kip. Luckily the 
wind had now died down and the sea was not too lumpy. We 
disembarked at Dublin Port at 23:45 and headed off to Killarney 
for the final mountain.

Day Two
FRIDAY 13TH MAY - HELVELLYN & SNOWDON



04:30 The rising sun was just about striking the McGillycuddy 
range when we arrived in Killarney and we knew we were in 
for a very special day - the dawn was stunning. Getting to 
Carrauntoohil, our final mountain had its own challenges. Our 
14m coach could not get in to Cronins Yard at the base of the 
mountain so we had to enlist the services of a very sleepy John 
Kissane, the local store owner, to ferry us up to Cronins Yard 18 
at a time. Carrauntoohil lit up golden as the sun’s rays started to 
warm the air and our challengers welcomed the local guides and 
set off up the mountain. The guides took the teams on different 
routes to the summit with only one team tackling the Devils 
Ladder on the ascent. 

12:00 Thankfully everyone summited and completed the 
challenge. With all 43 challenges back down safely with no major 
injuries the challenge was secured and a great spread of food and 
celebratory Guinness was provided by John and his wife Ester.

We headed for the Killarney Leisure Centre for a swim and spa 
to relax the tired muscles of lactic acid. Our drivers were out of 
‘Tacho’, so we hired a local company to take us up to the amazing 
5 star Aghadoe Heights Hotel. We started the celebrations early and 
awaited the cyclists coming in from Leitrim on their three day, 210 mile 
‘On Yer Bike’ challenge organised by Glencar and Gallagher. A tab was 
opened at the bar and we  started in the party in style with our medal 
ceremony.

There then followed a surprise visit by Fintan McCarthy and Paul 
O’Donovan, the Olympic Irish Gold medal rowers, for a Q&A 
conducted by Glencar. They were incredibly humble about their massive 
achievement and also congratulated our cyclists and our challengers. 
Then at last it was time for food. We all enjoyed an amazing three 
course meal with free flowing wine and beer.

01:30 The only remaining challenge was to get back on the coach!

Day Three
SATURDAY 14TH MAY - CARRAUNTOOHIL



01:30 Departed Aghadoe Heights Hotel to Dublin Port

08:20 Sailing to Holyhead - this part of the trip proved 
uneventful and at last the challengers managed a few 
hours sleep. After dropping a few off at Dublin Airport 
the remaining challengers made the 08:20 crossing back to 
Holyhead.

14:00 We were all back at Chester Racecourse right on 
time, where many were met by their families and loved 
ones. Bill Hill found it so hard to say goodbye to our 
coach he remained on board all the way back to the 
coach terminus in Gillingham!

Adventure over. Looking back this was not only a 
considerable physical challenge it was also one of testing the 
limits of resilience and mental fortitude. Many will find that 
having thought that they had “emptied the tank” on several 
occasions … there is always a little bit more you can give. 
This will set a new benchmark and when life throws you some 
“curve balls”, as it does on occasion, you can always draw on 
the experiences of this challenge to pull you through.

On top of all the fun, tears and laughter the challengers also 
managed to raise over £80,000 for the charity… AMAZING! A 
mountainous thank you goes out to our 4 Peaks event sponsor 
Clancy Group. Huge thanks also to: Safety hard hats from 
JSP, Moreprint for the all weather clothing, National Express 
via Kings Ferry Coaches, Mountain Guides provided by Dave 
Talbot Adventure Events and Alan Richardson our guide for 
Ireland and his partner Jan.

Departure
SUNDAY 15TH MAY



Thank you for helping support construction workers and their families in times of crisis.

WELL DONE TO OUR CHALLENGERSWELL DONE TO OUR CHALLENGERS
TOGETHER, YOU RAISED...TOGETHER, YOU RAISED...

£82,064£82,064


